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Introduction to Game TheoryIntroduction to Game Theory



GameGame TheoryTheory

John Nash: 
“An equilibrium is reached as soon as no party can increase its profit by 
unilaterally deciding differently.”

John Maynard-Smith and George R. Price:
“A strategy is called evolutionary stable if a population of individuals 
homogenously playing this strategy is able to outperform and eliminate 
a small amount of any mutant strategy introduced into the population.”



ClassicalClassical FormulationFormulation of of PrisonerPrisoner‘‘ss DilemmaDilemma

``Two suspects of a crime are arrested by the police. The police
have insufficient evidence for a conviction, and, having separated 
both prisoners, visit each of them to offer the same deal. If one 
testifies (defects from the other) for the prosecution against the 
other and the other remains silent (cooperates with the other), the 
betrayer goes free and the silent accomplice receives the full 10-
year sentence. If both remain silent, both prisoners are 
sentenced to only 1 year in jail for a minor charge. If each betrays 
the other, each receives a five-year sentence. Each prisoner 
must choose to betray the other or to remain silent. Each one is
assured that the other would not know about the betrayal before 
the end of the investigation. How should the prisoners act?''



StrategicStrategic GamesGames

Mathematical description of strategic situations, in 
which an individual's success in making choices 
depends on the choices of others.

Prisoner’s Dilemma:

(D,D) is a Nash equilibrium where unilateral 
deviation does not pay off.



SocialSocial DilemmasDilemmas

The fundamental problem of cooperation:

General two-player games

eward
emptation

uckers payoff
unishment



SocialSocial DilemmasDilemmas

The fundamental problem of cooperation:

The snowdrift game:



EvolutionaryEvolutionary GameGame TheoryTheory

Consider a population of size N

Ni individuals play strategy Ai:  ai = Ni/N (frequency)

Composition of the population is updated by some 
(evolutionary) rules: Ni (t)        Ni (t+dt)

Moran process:

- pick two at random
- the fitter wins



Rate Rate EquationsEquations

Rate equations:

“Chemical” reactions:



Fitness and Fitness and replicatorreplicator equationsequations

Payoff matrix:

Frequencies:

Fitness = expected payoff:

Replicator dynamics:



Microbial Laboratory Communities:Microbial Laboratory Communities:

model systems for competition, model systems for competition, 
cooperation, cooperation, ……



Colicinogenic BacteriaColicinogenic Bacteria

Toxin producing (Toxin producing (colicinogeniccolicinogenic) ) E.coliE.coli (C)(C) carry a carry a ‘‘colcol’’
plasmid:plasmid: genes for genes for colicincolicin, , colicincolicin specific immunity specific immunity 
proteins, proteins, lysislysis proteinprotein

ColicinColicin--sensitive bacteria sensitive bacteria (S)(S)

ColicinColicin--resistant bacteria resistant bacteria (R)(R) are mutations of S with are mutations of S with 
altered cell membrane proteins that bind and altered cell membrane proteins that bind and translocatetranslocate
cocilincocilin

RR SS

CC

C kills SC kills S

S outgrows R: better S outgrows R: better 
nutrient uptakenutrient uptake

R outgrows C: R outgrows C: 
no cost for no cost for ‘‘colcol’’



B. Kerr et al., Nature 418, 171 (2002)B. Kerr et al., Nature 418, 171 (2002)



ElementaryElementary notesnotes on on extinctionextinction timestimes



Linear Linear DeathDeath ProcessProcess

Mean extinction time:

For dynamics with drift towards an absorbing state 
the mean extinction time scales as 



Linear Linear BirthBirth--DeathDeath ProcessProcess

Deterministic description:

Stochastic description (Master equation):

Frequency:

For dynamics with diffusion towards an absorbing 
state the mean extinction time scales as 



ActivatedActivated DynamicsDynamics

For dynamics with “barrier” towards the absorbing 
fixed points the mean extinction time scales as 



StochasticStochastic Dynamics: Dynamics: ExtinctionExtinction TimesTimes

Neutral game:
Stable reactive fixed point:
Unstable reactive fixed point:



The cyclic rockThe cyclic rock--scissorsscissors--paper gamepaper game

in wellin well--mixed populationsmixed populations



The RockThe Rock--ScissorsScissors--Paper GamePaper Game

Consider a fixed population of Consider a fixed population of 
N individuals in a well mixed N individuals in a well mixed 
environment (environment (““urn modelurn model””))

AABA +→+   
BBCB +→+   

CCAC +→+   

Cyclic competition between three species A, B, CCyclic competition between three species A, B, C

kA

kB

kC

T. T. ReichenbachReichenbach, M. , M. MobiliaMobilia and E. Frey, PRE  (2006)and E. Frey, PRE  (2006)



Deterministic EvolutionDeterministic Evolution

Ý a = a(kAb − kCc)

Rate equations:

Ý b = b(kBc − kA a)
Ý c = c(kC a − kBb)

Constant of motion:
K = a(t)kB b(t)kC c(t)kA

absorbing fixed point

reactive (center) fixed point

cyclic trajectories around a 
neutrally stable fixed point

1=++ cba

coexistencecoexistence



Stochastic EvolutionStochastic Evolution
stochasticity stochasticity 

causes loss of causes loss of 
coexistencecoexistence

processes are probabilisticprocesses are probabilistic

K not a constant of motionK not a constant of motion

neutrallyneutrally stable cycles!stable cycles!

““random walkrandom walk”” on phase portraiton phase portrait

),();,,( tPtcbaP x=

Stochastic description in Stochastic description in 
terms of a probability density:terms of a probability density:



„„TheThe LawLaw of of thethe WeakestWeakest““

M. Berr, T. Reichenbach, M. Schottenloher and E. Frey, PRL  (200M. Berr, T. Reichenbach, M. Schottenloher and E. Frey, PRL  (2009)9)



Fix time scale: kA+kB+kC=1
Fix kC=0.35

As kB passes through 0.325 species A becomes
the weakest species. 



E.coliE.coli

The resistant strain has the smallest growth rate 
and in this sense is the weakest. 

Hence the resistant strain always survives!



In finite populations In finite populations stochasticitystochasticity causes loss of causes loss of 
coexistence.coexistence.

The typical extinction time T is proportional to The typical extinction time T is proportional to 
the population size, T the population size, T ~ N (neutrality).~ N (neutrality).

The weakest always wins the game for large NThe weakest always wins the game for large N



MayMay--Leonard Model (well mixed)Leonard Model (well mixed)

Species A,B,C and empty sites 0Species A,B,C and empty sites 0

Without spatial structureWithout spatial structure
coexistence fixed point is coexistence fixed point is 
unstableunstable

loss of biodiversityloss of biodiversity

Cyclic dominance (Cyclic dominance (σσ))

0BBC →
0AAB →

0CCA →

Birth (Birth (μμ))

BBB →0
AAA →0

CCC →0



MayMay--Leonard ModelLeonard Model
Selection (Selection (σσ))

0BBC →
0AAB →

0CCA →
BBB →0
AAA →0

CCC →0

Reproduction (Reproduction (μμ))



NonlinearNonlinear dynamicsdynamics

Jordan normal form:
Reactive manifold:

Normal form of nonlinear dynamics:



Normal form: Normal form: 



Polar Polar coordinatescoordinates

Limit cycle:



MMappingapping of of thethe nonlinearnonlinear rate rate equationsequations to to thethe
reactivereactive manifoldmanifold and and reducingreducing itit to normal to normal 
form form isis essential essential forfor understandingunderstanding iitsts wellwell--
mixedmixed dynamicsdynamics......

... a... andnd also also thethe spatialspatial dynamicsdynamics!!



SpatialSpatial GamesGames::

MayMay--Leonard ModelLeonard Model



Local Interaction RulesLocal Interaction Rules
selectionselection reproductionreproduction

AA BB

CC

00

exchangeexchange

dominancedominance

birthbirth

Example:Example:



MayMay--Leonard Model on a Lattice (N=LLeonard Model on a Lattice (N=L22))

Add migration (Add migration (εε))
AA 00 →

BAAB →
...

macroscopic macroscopic 
diffusiondiffusion

5103 −×=D 4103 −×=D



Stability of Biodiversity?Stability of Biodiversity?

For well mixed populations biodiversity is lost!For well mixed populations biodiversity is lost!
Is there a critical value for the diffusivity Is there a critical value for the diffusivity DD below below 

which biodiversity is maintained?which biodiversity is maintained?
If yes, what is the nature of the transition?If yes, what is the nature of the transition?

Extensivity:Extensivity: let T be the typical extinction time and N 
the size of the population (system)

super-extensive / stable
extensive / neutral / marginal
sub-extensive / unstable



Diversity is lost above critical DiffusivityDiversity is lost above critical Diffusivity

T. Reichenbach, M. Mobilia and E. Frey, Nature  (2007)T. Reichenbach, M. Mobilia and E. Frey, Nature  (2007)



Loss of BiodiversityLoss of Biodiversity

For large systems there is a well defined For large systems there is a well defined 
thresholdthreshold value value DDcc ((μ,σμ,σ) for the mobility.) for the mobility.
Loss of biodiversity seems to be related to the Loss of biodiversity seems to be related to the 
size of the spatial structures (spirals) in the size of the spatial structures (spirals) in the 
population.population.



THEORETICALTHEORETICAL ANALYSIS:ANALYSIS:

ROLEROLE OF OF NONLINEARITYNONLINEARITY & & NOISENOISE



ReactionReaction--DiffusionDiffusion equationequation

ComplexComplex GinzburgGinzburg--LandauLandau equationequation

spiral wavesspiral waves



Front Front propagationpropagation intointo unstableunstable statesstates

W. W. VVan an SaarloosSaarloos, Phys. Rep. 386, 29 (2003), Phys. Rep. 386, 29 (2003)



What about noise?What about noise?



Stochastic PDEStochastic PDE

Look for a description in terms of local densitiesLook for a description in terms of local densities

stochastic partial differential equation
particle exchange  = diffusion
reactions  = drift &  multiplicative noise (~N-1/2)

T. T. ReichenbachReichenbach, M. , M. MobiliaMobilia and E. Frey, PRL  (2007)and E. Frey, PRL  (2007)



How good is such a description?How good is such a description?

Stochastic lattice simulationStochastic lattice simulation

Stochastic reactionStochastic reaction--diffusion equationsdiffusion equations



Spatial CorrelationsSpatial Correlations

gij (r,0) = ai(r,t)a j (0,t) − ai(r,t) a j (0,t)

raising the diffusion constant raising the diffusion constant DD
increases the size of the spiralsincreases the size of the spirals

lattice simulation 
stochastic PDE



Temporal CorrelationsTemporal Correlations

gij (0,t) = ai(r,t)a j (r,0) − ai(r,t) a j (r,0)

the rotation frequency is a function of the rotation frequency is a function of 
the reaction rates the reaction rates μμ and and σσ onlyonly

lattice simulation 
stochastic PDE



Complex Complex GinzburgGinzburg Landau equationLandau equation

T. T. ReichenbachReichenbach, M. , M. MobiliaMobilia and E. Frey, J. and E. Frey, J. TheorTheor. Biol. 254, 368 (2008). Biol. 254, 368 (2008)

PProjectroject onto reactive manifoldonto reactive manifold

Neglect the noiseNeglect the noise



Compare Compare CGLECGLE and stochastic PDEand stochastic PDE’’ss

wavelength of spiralswavelength of spiralsγγ

sspreadingpreading velocityvelocity



State DiagramState Diagram

The CGLE allows to calculate the state diagram The CGLE allows to calculate the state diagram 

cD

μ (growth rate)

critical diffusion 
constant

σ =1

biodiversitybiodiversity

uniformityuniformity
DDcc saturates as saturates as β β > > γγ

smaller smaller ββ strongly strongly 
reduces Dreduces Dcc



Direct vs. Indirect DominanceDirect vs. Indirect Dominance
Direct  dominance (Direct  dominance (11))Selection (Selection (σσ)) Growth (Growth (μμ))

T. Reichenbach, and E. Frey, PRL 101, 058102 (2008)T. Reichenbach, and E. Frey, PRL 101, 058102 (2008)

σ σ σσ

σ σ



Stability Scenarios for Direct DominanceStability Scenarios for Direct Dominance

Spatial structures are predominantly determined by noiseSpatial structures are predominantly determined by noise

Patterns have an ambiguos impact on biodiversity (3 regimes)Patterns have an ambiguos impact on biodiversity (3 regimes)



ConclusionsConclusions

WellWell--mixed populationsmixed populations: law of the : law of the 
weakest.weakest.
Local interactionLocal interaction: pattern formation : pattern formation 
and biodiversity.and biodiversity.
There is a There is a mobilitymobility--thresholdthreshold above above 
which biodiversity is lost; need to which biodiversity is lost; need to 
characterize the transition in terms of characterize the transition in terms of 
extinction time scales.extinction time scales.
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